DEACON KING KONG

LEPL BOOK CLUB QUESTIONS

1. The first line of the Deacon King Kong is: “Deacon Cuffy Lambkin of Five Ends Baptist Church became a walking dead man on a cloudy September afternoon in 1969.” How did that opening strike you when you began reading? What do you think of it now that you’ve finished the novel?

2. Deacon King Kong is full of overlapping stories of a Brooklyn neighborhood in 1969. What parts of these characters’ lives struck you as memorable or surprising?

3. Cuffy “Sportcoat” Lambkin is at the center of Deacon King Kong, yet he’s not a completely likable character. Do his flaws make him more annoying than interesting?

1 Questions taken from BookClubs.com https://bookclubs.com/discussion-guides/deacon-king-kong-a-novel
4. Five Ends Baptist Church is one of the cornerstones of the neighborhood. How important do you think the church is to its members? To the neighborhood? To the characters in the novel who don’t belong?

5. Deacon King Kong explores the lives of the residents of the Cause Houses beyond just Sportcoat. Which character struck you as one you’d like to know more about? What behavior or trait drew you to him/her?

6. Deems Clemens and Frank Elefante are two characters that the others are afraid of. Do you think that fear is justified?

7. Elefante is tasked with finding something that his father kept for a friend from prison -- “a real treasure … [that] will fit in the palm of your hand.” His searching leads him to unexpected places and people. What to you was the most interesting part of his search?

8. Deacon King Kong is the story of several communities whose lives overlap and sometimes bump against each other: the people who live in the Cause Houses, the
members of Five Ends Baptist Church, the drug dealer and his posse, the cops in the neighborhood, the Italians who remain as the neighborhood changes. What did you find interesting about how the communities relate to each other?

9. Throughout the novel McBride shows us how different characters connect with each another in unexpected ways. Which of the novel’s relationship did you find most interesting? Most surprising?

10. The novel is full of some memorable names. Which one is your favorite?

11. James McBride uses humor throughout Deacon King Kong -- to amuse, to highlight, to reveal. Which scenes or passages did you find particularly funny?

13. What surprised you about the novel? What surprised you about how the characters ended up?

14. Deacon King Kong takes place in 1969, just weeks after men walked on the moon for the first time and the Woodstock music festival took place. Why do you think McBride chose not to keep details of what was happening in the wider world out of the novel?